been pumped up with dry air, how will pumping in more air remove
moisture?
‘Apply a light layer or 303 UV protectant on your craft once or twice
a year.’ Ignoring the typo, do you know of anyone who has ever done
this? Does the layer need to be removed for GRP repairs or does this
only apply to polyethylene, wood and/or aluminium?
Five trips are suggested. The reference to Greenhalph Castle (sic)
suggests the writer does not know the Lancaster Canal well. The Kennet
& Avon Canal from Wooten Rivers (sic) goes through the Bruce
Tunnel. Although this has a large bore, tunnels are hardly the places for
beginners.
Finally, the Llangollen Canal from the Horseshoe Falls to Chirk takes
in two tunnels with towpaths but, more importantly, the Pontcysyllte
Aqueduct, a structure which can be intimidating even to towpath
walkers. Is an aqueduct with an unguarded 38m drop on one side, one
of the fastest canal flow rates in the country and exposure to crosswinds
a place to suggest novices including paddleboarders should go?
This does not give confidence in the standard of CRT paddling
instructors.
UKHO to stop publishing charts
The UK Hydrographic Office have been publishing paper charts
since 1800. However, they are pulling out of the market and expect to
have ceased by the end of 2026 to concentrate on digital cartography.
For those who do not carry relevant reading equipment on board, buy
while you still can. On the other hand, Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson
will continue to issue their charts on paper for the foreseeable future.
They say:
‘Our focus is the leisure and small craft sector, which has different
conditions and requirements from the UKHO’s primary commercial
shipping market.
‘There is still strong demand from leisure customers for paper charts
and Imray remains the only private chart publisher to be recognized
by the Maritime & Coastguard Agency for our chart range, which is
supported by weekly Correction Notices.
‘In recent years we have invested heavily in the technology which
enables us to produce both print and digital charts and we have been
expanding our range of paper charts in response to the UKHO’s earlier
decision. Our plan is to continue to develop our offering both paper
and digital.’

Beating the country’s fastest
paddler
The day of the Clyde WWR had started conventionally enough. It
had been raining but that would put some water in the river.
That all changed at Brechin. Sitting beside me, reading the paper,
David looked up to see that we were travelling sideways. It was as
smooth as that. I managed to get the tail back round but overcorrected
and the rear offside wheel banged against the kerb on the right side of
the road. When we got out to look we had difficulty standing up. We
were in a frost hollow with black ice everywhere although we had seen
no sign of freezing conditions during the rest of the journey.
While we considered the situation we had two cars and a van coming
towards us, all out of control.
Apparently I had bent the half shaft, looking like a buckled wheel.
The car would drive slowly and noisily so we planned to find a phone
box and call back to Aberdeen for a replacement.
On the left side of the road was a high granite wall, unbroken except
where it curved in to the solid gates at the entrance to a large house.
A girl was standing in this entrance with her bike, surrounded by an
icy surface and nowhere to go. Around the corner came an artic which
jacknifed. It was going to miss us but not the girl. Horrrified, we were
about to see a girl killed in front of us.
I am not sure what the driver did. He appeared to accelerate,
straightened up his trailer and avoided hitting anything or anyone. To
this day that remains the most skilful piece of driving I have ever seen.
Adrenalin levels were already high. Arriving at the Clyde, we found it
to be in full spate. We only had time to look at the crux area, normally

Moods

‘Understanding the basic anatomy of your boat is the first step to
becoming a great kayaker.’ As examples:
‘Aft side
‘This is the left side of the canoe.
‘Yoke
‘The yoke is the cross beam in the centre of the canoe and connects
the starboard and aft sides.
‘The stern of the canoe is the back of the boat another universal
term.’
Has somebody’s handwriting made ‘left’ appear as ‘aft’ or has
predictive text taken over? Clearly this is more than a typo, with no
reference to the aft end.
The diagram of a kayak, plan view, points at the deck and says ‘Hull’
although the explanation clarifies this. Bulkheads are indicated although
many novices’ kayaks will not have these.
Likewise, reference to the concave side of the blade will confuse any
beginners with flat paddles. The other two instructions in ‘Orient your
paddles blades’ are less than clear, especially if not using asymmetric
paddles:
‘Hold your blade perpendicular to the ground.
‘Hold the shorter side of the blade at the bottom.’
None of the paddlers in the pictures has paddles steeper than 45˚,
most being nearer horizontal. It only makes sense if you hold the width
vertical, not the length, something more apparent if you are using blades
that are flat rather than spooned.
Under ‘Technique tips’ ‘Use your core muscles to power your strokes
not your arms’ is OK except that it is not likely to mean much to a
beginner and under ‘Turning’ the picture does not show what the text
describes.
Locks are described as perhaps being ‘very dangerous’. They are not,
except when narrowboats get caught on cills. The main reasons for not
using them is because they waste water and portaging is faster.
On cleaning your craft you are told:
‘Make sure the inside of your boat is dry to prevent mildew and
premature wear.
‘If it is an inflatable, blow air into it through the valve with a pump or
vacuum to remove moisture.’
Mildew is not one of the alien lifeforms for which a craft is usually
dried and I don’t know of anyone who has had a mildew problem
although it is not unknown in wooden canoes. If an inflatable has

grade 2. There was no chance of picking a route through this sea of
white, just to locate the biggest hole to avoid. The race had already
finished but organizers Glasgow University Canoe Club allowed us a
late start, the kind of flexibility prevalent in those days. They had scope.
Of the 72 entries, only 33 got on the water.
The race course was the most extreme I have encountered in this
country, a battle for survival, continuous white water, wonderful.
Producing the winning time was good but not as good as beating
Alistair Wilson, the fastest paddler in Scotland, Scotland’s only Olympic
paddler. It took time to recall that Alistair was a sprinter, a class of
people who think it is rough if they need a spraycover. Here was
Alistair on grade 4-5 and I, as a paddler who was on white water most
weekends, had only taken one second off him.
It was gratifying to set a new course record, of course. However, Scott
Balfour, the 19th and slowest finisher, was only 110 seconds behind
me and he broke the 13 minute record by at least a minute. The first
five were in WW racers, all the others in slalom kayaks. I wonder if the
record still stands.
Surprisingly, the finishers included four teams of at least three. Our
1st, 4th and 5th gave us a 40 second edge over Alistair’s Ayrshire Kayak
Racing Club with 2nd, 3rd and 14th.
The final cherry on the cake was full coverage in the Scots Magazine.
The euphoria finally died away on collecting the car in Brechin for
the slow limp back to Aberdeen. It was my most memorable ever day of
kayak racing.
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